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Abstract  
This research paper question to what extent the AI Act allows for algorithmic regulation and 

decision-making to take shape in competition law. It first summarises the algorithmicising of 

competition law proceedings. It then discusses algorithmic decision-making under the AI Act. Annex 

III of the AI Act qualifies as high-risk AI systems intended to be used by law enforcement authorities 

in the course of detection, investigation and prosecution of criminal offences. As some EU Member 

States criminalised competition law, this would mean the AI Act might apply to AI systems used in 

competition proceedings. Competition law is, however, not qualified as criminal in all Member States. 

This paper therefore questions the opportunity to use the dichotomic relation between hard core and 

peripheral law developed by both the European Court of Justice and the European Court of Human 

Rights. This paper argues, however, that such solution is doomed to failure. A contextual interpretation 

of the Proposal prevents any application of the AI Act to competition law through the back-door. The 

paper concludes imagining the competition landscape after the AI Act. On countries wherein 

competition law is criminal, national competition authorities will have to take that Regulation into 

account when developing AI systems that detect, investigate and prosecute competition infringements. 

As not all EU Member States have criminalised competition law, this would result in an imbalance 

between domestic legal orders that goes against the prime ambition of the AI Act, i.e., harmonisation. 
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1. Introduction 

On April 2021, the European Commission published a proposal for a regulation of the European 

Parliament and of the Council laying down harmonised rules on artificial intelligence (artificial 

intelligence act) and amending certain Union legislative acts (hereafter, “AI Act”) [1]. The AI Act is a 

world premiere in the “race to AI regulation” that opposes numerous countries and supranational 

organisations around the world [2]. It is currently debated [3, 4], but has been overall applauded [5]. 

The AI Act is archetypal risk regulation [6]. It prohibits AI systems that raise unacceptable risk (art. 

5), imposes mandatory requirements to those that raise high risk (art. 6) as well as specific transparency 

obligations to certain AI systems that interact with natural persons (art. 52) and suggests non-high risk 

AI systems voluntarily endorse the requirements through code of conduct (art. 69). 

This research paper does not ambition to delve deeper in the scope of application ratione materiae 

of the EU’s Proposal [7]. It will rather question to what extent the Act allows for algorithmic regulation 

to take shape in competition law. Algorithmic regulation is, as stated by Silicon Valley entrepreneur 

Tim O’Reilly, “an idea whose time has come”2 [8]. Karen Yeung defines algorithmic regulation as 

algorithmic decision-making systems, i.e., “algorithmically generated knowledge systems” executing 

or informing decisions [9, 10]. Governments around the world are enthusiastically incorporating these 
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Histoire d’un crime (1877), Chapter 5). 



technologies in public administration [11, 12]. Competition law enforcement is one of the fields in 

which this potential is being explored currently [13]. 

Against that background, this research paper analyses the possible impact of the AI Act on 

algorithmic competition law enforcement. To set the scene, section II summarises the algorithmicising 

of competition law proceedings. Section III then discusses algorithmic decision-making under the AI 

Act and proposes hypotheses regarding its relation with procedural competition law. Section IV 

concludes. 

2. Algorithmic Screening Tools 

Cartel takes place “behind a veil of dishonesty” [14] and wear a “cloak of secrecy” [15]. Upshot? In 

the cat and mouse game played by competition authorities and undertakings, the latter is statistically 

the winner [16, 17, 18, 19]. 

Leniency programmes were long perceived as a solution. They break the omerta code among cartel 

members by offering amnesty to the “first-in-the-door” whistleblowing conspirator [20, 21]. They allow 

the detection of cartels that would otherwise have remained unnoticed by giving cartelist’s first-hand 

evidence [22]. 

There are however controversies in legal and economic scholarship regarding the effectiveness of 

leniency programmes [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. Joseph Harrington and Myong-Hun Chan 

astoundingly demonstrate that “many leniency programs have sparked numerous applications” and that 

it is possible to identify cases for which such programme “was responsible for the discovery of the 

cartel and was instrumental in its successful prosecution” [32]. Yet it is “far less clear” whether leniency 

programmes are truly efficient, as “success is to be measured by a small number of cartels, not a large 

number of leniency applications” [32]. Margrethe Vestager herself recognised that “what consumers 

and industry ultimately need is an economy that doesn’t have cartels in the first place” and therefore 

defined cartel deterrence as the prime directive of European Commission3 [33]. 

Leniency programmes also face a deterrence gap. There is a risk a cartel remains undisclosed only 

because the majority of investigations starts after a leniency application [34]. In this regard, if the carrot 

is the amnesty for the whistle-blower, the stick is a menace coming from the Commission in the form 

of proactive detection. If the probability of such Sword of Damocles hanging above cartelists is low, 

then few of them will apply for leniency. On the contrary, if this probability is high, then there will be 

what is colloquially known as a race to the courthouse4 [26]. In words dearer to economists, the expected 

value of penalty should be greater than or equal to the profit driven from cartelisation [35]. The 

effectiveness of leniency application will only be achieved if “leniency carrots are sweet, and cartel 

sticks are heavy” [36]. Or, to put it slightly differently, “while there is a recognition that a leniency 

program is an immensely valuable tool (…) concerns arise when it is the only tool” [32]. 

The problem is, the European Court of Auditors highlighted, in a special report pursuant to article 

287(4) TFEU, a reduction of ex officio procedures (the stick) related to an increase of cases’ complexity 

and a reduction of market surveillance capacity [37]. This scissors effect decreases the aforementioned 

expected value of penalty. This is actually why screening methods are so valuable [38]. 

In the words of Jean Tirole, there is “conventional wisdom on collusion” that permits the 

identification of “factors that are supposed to hinder or facilitate” collusive behaviours [39, 40, 41]. It 

has become a cannon trend in competition literature to distinguish between structural and behavioural 

approaches. Structural screens imply an analysis of market structure that increase the probability a cartel 

emerges, i.e., market concentration [42, 43], entry barriers [44], frequency of undertakings’ interaction 

[45], horizontal [46] and vertical product differentiation [47, 48, 49], innovation and advertisement 

level [50, 51], demand stability [52], and buyer bargaining power [53]. Behavioural screens propose an 

observation of either the methods or the outcome of collusion. This concerns low price variance [54], 

sharp increase in high price-cost margin [55], sharp decline of price followed by sharp increase [38], 

homogenisation through increase product standardisation and pricing formula [56], decrease of 

customer-specific prices [57], stabler distribution of market shares [55], stabler customer base [58], 

 
3 Margrethe Vestager added that “in the end the goal of everything we do is to deter cartels – of all kinds”. 
4 Or, in this case, a race to the European Commission or national competition authorities. 



buy-back [19] and compensation scheme [59]. Due to the competition authorities’ finite resources, they 

typically screen for cartel using structural and then behavioural information [46]. 

Resource scarcity is key to understand the prominence of screening tool. The probability of cartel 

detection is not exogenous and depends on competition authorities’ choices [19]. Yet, the Commission 

has finite resources and therefore cannot follows up all investigations5 [60]. This means that the 

Commission is entitled to give different priority degrees to complaints received, as “setting priorities 

within the limits prescribed by the law – where those priorities have not been determined by legislature 

– is an inherent feature of administrative activity.”6 The Commission is therefore free to focus “its 

enforcement resources on cases where it appears likely that an infringement may be found” [61]. In 

light of priority and resources allocation, Andreas van Bonin and Sharon Malhi astutely argue that AI 

systems might be particularly useful in helping the Commission initiates the “right” investigations, and 

reversely decides “not to initiate (or to drop) a particular investigation” [62]. This “algorithmic shift in 

in the fight against cartels” [63] is in fact only the refinement of Regulation 1/2003 ambition of “freeing 

up resources to focus on serious infringements” [60]. By processing data quicker and more efficiently, 

they can help identify sooner market deficiencies. They might also allow a shift from reactive claims 

of competition infringements or leniency applications to proactive interventions.7 In such scenario, AI 

systems merely update screening tools. They both draw the sketch of suspicious businesses by 

identifying the cartelists’ recurring characteristics (patterns) [64]. Based on uncovered patterns, AI 

systems “predict future data, or (…) perform other kinds of decision making under uncertainty” [65, 

66, 67, 68]. Algorithmic screening tools therefore constitute what Karen Yeung label recommender 

system, i.e., a part of algorithmic regulation that either “direct or guide an individual’s decision-making 

processes in ways identified by the underlying software algorithm as optimal (…) with the human user 

retaining formal decision-making authority” [9]. 

Structural and behavioural screening works [69], as does algorithmic screening. It is consensually 

admitted that AI systems improve decision-making [70]. Human cognitive biases and bounded 

rationality imply that human decision is not “significantly more accountable than AI” [71]. The fact 

that recent researches indicate AI screening systems are highly accurate on cartel screening is just the 

icing on the cake [54, 72]. Algorithms can be used to “boost the functionality of the behavioural screens 

that have been developing in recent years” [64].  

Algorithmic screening tools are, however, not without default. First, they require large digitised 

datasets to properly works [73]. Yet it has been acknowledged by the OCDE such data are not always 

available to competition agencies. Data obtained from undertakings are reliable but it is impossible to 

access them without tipping them off. Publicly available or aggregated data are far less trustworthy 

[38]. As synthetised by Abrantes-Metz and Sokol, “screens can be very powerful tools when properly 

developed and implemented [but] if you put garbage in, you get garbage out” [69] Second, human 

cognitive biases may not be solved but strengthen by algorithmic screening [74]. This is due to the 

automation bias, i.e., the irrational tendency to rely on automated decision even when the operator 

suspect malfunction [75]. Neither of these issues constitutes a dead-end. Solution to the first is data 

quality requirement; solution to the second human agency and oversight. The AI Act epitomised these 

two requirements (art. 10 and 14, respectively). The question that therefore comes immediately next is 

whether algorithmic screening tool fall within the scope of application of the AI Act. This is the topic 

of the next section. 

3. Algorithmic Decision-Making under the AI Act 

It should be noted at the outset that the AI Act clearly states its content is “without prejudice to the 

application of Union competition law” [76]. A thinner reading of this document might challenge this 

prolegomenon – conditional used on purpose. 

 
5 This holds true for National Competition Authorities that also have “scarce” and “limited” resources. 
6 Judgement of the Court of First Instance of 18 September 1992, Automec Srl v Commission of the European Communities [1992] Case T-

24/90, ECLI:EU:T:1999:97, §§ 77 and 85. 
7 Reactive tools are however still useful. The 2019 Directive on whistleblowers (Directive (EU) 2019/1937 of the European Parliament and 

of the Council of 23 October 2019 on the protection of persons who report breaches of Union law, OJ L 305, 26 November 2019, pp. 17-56) 

places the burden of blowing the whistle on individuals rather than solely on undertakings. 



Under the AI Act, AI system is defined as a software that generate either content, predictions or 

recommendations given a set of human-defined objectives (art. 3(1) AI Act). As previously hinted, the 

AI Act distinguishes between unacceptable, high, limited, and non-high risks AI systems. Given the 

scope of this research paper, it is relevant to only focus on high-risk AI systems.  

There are two kind of high-risk AI systems. On the one hand, there are those that are covered by 

sectorial product legislation listed in Annex II8 and used as a product or a safety component (art. 6(1)(a) 

AI Act)9 for which a third-party conformity assessment is required (art. 6(1)(b) AI Act). On the other 

hand, there are AI system no covered by sectorial product legislation but still considered as high-risk 

and as such listed in Annex III (arts. 6(2) and 7 AI Act).10 Law enforcement activity is pinpointed in 

the latter category. The AI Act defines law enforcement authority as any public authority (or any other 

body or entity entrusted by Member State law to exercise public authority and public powers) competent 

for law enforcement activities, i.e., the prevention, investigation, detection, or prosecution of criminal 

offences (arts. 3(40) and 3(41) AI Act). Annex III submits to mandatory requirements AI systems used 

by law enforcement authorities “AI systems intended to be used by law enforcement authorities for 

predicting the occurrence or reoccurrence of an actual or potential criminal offence based on profiling 

of natural persons as referred to in Article 3(4) of Directive (EU) 2016/680 or assessing personality 

traits and characteristics or past criminal behaviour of natural persons or groups” (Annex III(6)(e) AI 

Act).11 

In a nutshell, high-risk AI systems related to law enforcement activities solely concern criminal 

offences and – beside profiling of natural person that is of limited relevance here – the assessment of 

natural persons or groups’ personality traits and characteristics. This is quite close – if not identical – 

to the purpose of behavioural cartel screenings. Yet this is restricted to natural person and criminal 

offences.  

Reference to criminal offences raises convoluted issues. Two scenarios are made depending on the 

classification of competition law as criminal (A) or quasi-criminal (B). In legal orders that qualify 

competition law as criminal, algorithmic screening tools would have to comply with the AI Act. On the 

contrary, the AI Act does not apply in legal orders that do not qualify competition law as criminal 

(scenario 1). Upshot? The standard of protection will depend on national qualification. This makes no 

sense as the AI Act is a harmonising regulation. The jurisprudence of both the European Court of Justice 

(hereafter, “ECJ”) and the European Court of Human Rights (hereafter, “ECtHR”) that consider 

competition as peripheral criminal law might bring a solution (scenario 2). In the latter case, the question 

is whether it is relevant to apply a distinction between the hard core and the periphery of criminal law 

in the context of the AI Act. 

3.1. Competition Law is Criminal Law 

EU competition law is traditionally firm-focused. Yet there is shift towards individual-focused 

punishment for cartelisation [77, 78]. In 1998, the OECD published recommendations on cartel 

enforcement stating that OECD Member States should “ensure that their competition law effectively 

 
8 Namely machinery, toys safety, recreational craft and personal watercraft, lifts, equipment and protective systems intended for use in 

potentially explosive atmospheres (ATEX), radio equipment, pressure equipment, cableway installations, personal protective equipment, gas 
appliances, medical devices, in vitro diagnostic medical devices (Annex II.A. AI Act). It should be added approval and market surveillance 

of two- or three-wheel vehicles and quadricycles, of agricultural and forestry vehicles, and motors vehicles and their trailers, including systems, 

components and technical units, with an emphasis on protection of vehicle occupants and vulnerable road users, marine equipment, rail system 
interoperability, and civil aviation security, including unmanned aircrafts and their engines, propellers, parts and remote-control equipment 

(Annex II.B AI Act). 
9 Namely a component that fulfils a safety function whose failure or malfunction endangers the health and safety of persons or property (art. 
3(14) AI Act). 
10 Namely biometric identification and categorization of natural persons, management and operation of critical infrastructure, education and 

vocational training, employment, workers management and access to self-employment, access to and enjoyment of essential private services 
and public services and benefits, law enforcement, migration, Asylum and border control management, and administration of justice and 

democratic processes. 
11 Directive (EU) 2016/680 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard 
to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of 

criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Council Framework Decision 

2008/977/JHA, OJ L 119, 4 May 2016, pp. 89-131 (defining profiling at article 3(4) as “any form of automated processing of personal data 
consisting of the use of personal data to evaluate certain personal aspects relating to a natural person, in particular to analyse or predict aspects 

concerning that natural person’s performance at work, economic situation, health, personal preferences, interests, reliability, behaviour, 

location or movements”). 



halt and deter firms and individuals” from cartelisation [79]. This document was considered as 

implicitly fostering the criminalisation of competition law [80]. This is not anecdotal. Initially viewed 

as a non-criminal phenomenon and therefore “lacking a sense of strong moral opprobrium and 

delinquency,” cartelisation has been vilified and moved “towards criminalization in fin-de-siècle 

(twentieth/twenty-first century) Europe” [80]. Criminalisation arises as a response to the low level of 

deterrence of financial sanction hinted above. It has been argued “prison is the inferno” for the natural 

person behind the cartelisation that breaks down “conventional risk-reward analysis (…) when the risk 

is jail” [81].  

Criminalisation of competition law is far from anecdotal [82, 83]. Any competition law infringement 

is tantamount to a criminal offence in Ireland,12 Estonia,13 Denmark,14 Greece,15 and Slovenia.16 Specific 

competition law infringements like bid-rigging [84] are criminalised in Luxembourg,17 Germany, 18 

Poland,19 Hungary,20 Austria,21 Italy22 [85], Belgium,23 Spain,24 Portugal,25 and Croatia.26 France,27 

Romania,28 Czechia29 and Slovakia30 criminalise competition law in specific circumstances like fraud, 

undue influence or thievery. Cyprus provides criminal offences albeit not for competition law 

infringement but for non-cooperation with the Cyprian Competition Authority or for concealment, 

destruction or falsification of information.31 Bulgaria, Finland, Netherlands, Sweden, Malta, Lithuania 

and Latvia did not criminalised competition law at all [86]. The same goes for EU competition law. 

Pursuant to article 23(5) Regulation 1/2003 (and its predecessor art. 15(4) Regulation No 17 [87]), fines 

imposed by the European Commission to sanction infringement of articles 101 and 102 TFEU “shall 

not be of a criminal nature” [88]. Upshot? Criminal law has partly colonised competition law. 

Due to the limited scope of this paper, it is irrelevant to discuss the effectiveness of competition law 

criminalisation [89]. Nor it is to assess whether these Member States actually use the criminal sanction32 

[90]. It is enough to stress that AI systems aimed at detecting cartel falls under the scope of the AI Act 

due to Annex III(6)(e) AI Act in legal order that criminalised competition law. 

A lot of Member States are concerned by competition law criminalisation and thereby application of 

the AI Act to competition proceedings. The fact that this is limited to bid rigging in some legal orders 

is not inconsequential. AI systems are not preprogramed to respond in a certain whenever they face 

certain conditions but rather to “learn” the appropriate response (hence the name of machine learning) 

[91]. Learning requires numerous examples [92]. This explains why public tendering – characterized 

by a necessary transparency and thereby data availability – is the ideal candidate for the development 

of algorithmic screening tools [93]. The application of the AI Act in legal orders that criminalise bid-

rigging will therefore be far from trivial. 

3.2. Competition Law is Quasi-Criminal Law 

It is concluded from what precedes that the AI Act does not apply prima facie to competition law in 

legal orders that do not qualify competition law infringement as criminal offences. This raises 

fundamental issues given the AI Act’s prime ambition of harmonisation. Such scenario will lead to a 

 
12 Irish Competition Act, 2002. 
13 § 400 Estonian Penal Code. 
14 Section 23 (4) and (6) Danish Competition Act. 
15 Article 44 Greek Law 3959/2011. 
16 Article 225 Slovenian Criminal Code 
17 Article 311 Luxembourg Criminal Code. 
18 Section 298(1) German Criminal Code (bid-rigging).  
19 Article 303 Polish Penal Code (Act of 6 June 1997) (bid-rigging). 
20 Section 420 Hungarian Criminal Code (Act IV of 1978) (bid-rigging). 
21 Section 168b Austrian Criminal Code (bid-rigging). 
22 Article 353 Italian Criminal Code (bid-rigging). 
23 Article 314 Belgian Criminal Code (big-rigging). 
24 Article 262 Spanish Criminal Code (bid-rigging). 
25 Article 230 Portuguese Penal Code (bid-rigging). 
26 Article 254 Croatian Criminal Code (bid-rigging) 
27 Article L420-6 French Commercial Code. 
28 Article 63 Romanian Competition Law no 21/1996. 
29 Section 248 Czechian Criminal Code. 
30 Section 250 Slovakian Criminal Code. 
31 Section 31(11) Cyprian Protection of Competition Law 13(1)/2008. 
32 Albeit legal, criminalization of competition law infringement is rare (so far) in France. 



situation whereby an AI system will be submitted, or not, to mandatory requirements depending on the 

legal orders wherein it operates. This section assesses whether an extensive interpretation of what 

constitute criminal law might be a workable solution. 

In this regard, it should first be emphasised that the thin line between administrative and criminal 

law is blurred [94]. In Voltaire’s ideal world, administrative and criminal law should harmoniously 

coexist, complementing and simultaneously enhancing each other.  In front of this utopia, the real world 

is disappointing. Each field chaotically coexists in parallel. The European Court of Human Rights 

(hereafter, “ECtHR”) once endeavoured to bring clarity to this miasma and to erase idiosyncrasies of 

domestic classification. The landmark Engel case defined the three eponym criteria whereby a sanction 

is to be considered criminal depending on the classification in domestic law (1), the nature of the offence 

(2) and the severity of the penalty that the person concerned risk incurring (3).33 This was subsequently 

confirmed several times.34 

Regarding the first criterion, the classification in domestic law seems obvious. Yet it deserves some 

attention. Even when domestic law does not classify an offence as criminal, the Court has to 

substantively examine the procedure at stake.35 It therefore serves as a starting point.36 

Regarding the second criterion, the nature of the offence gave birth to a prolific jurisprudence 

discussing the nature of criminal offense and following a sixfold pronged test.37 The questions are 

therefore whether the rule in question “covers all citizens (…) and not a given group with a particular 

status” (1),38 whether its purpose is “both deterrent and punitive” rather than merely imposing 

“pecuniary compensation for damages” (2)39 [95], whether the proceedings “were brought by a public 

authority under statutory powers of enforcement” (3),40 whether the rule at stake seeks to protect 

“general interests of society” (4),41 whether the imposition of a penalty is upon a finding of guilt (5),42 

and whether the misconduct at stake “continues to be classified as part of the criminal law in the vast 

majority of the Contracting States” (6).43 

Regarding the third and final criterion – long-discussed in legal scholarship [96, 97, 98], the 

harshness of the sanction is determined by reference to the maximum potential penalty sanctioning the 

misbehaviour at stake.44 It is worth noting the fact the offence is not punished by imprisonment does 

not imply it is not a criminal one.45 The ECtHR had the opportunity to explain that “the relative lack of 

seriousness of the penalty at stake cannot divest an offence of its inherently criminal character.”46 

Given these criteria, the ECtHR concluded several times that competition law belongs to the criminal 

sphere. French competition law was qualified as criminal in Société Stenuit v France. The Court applied 

its well-grounded jurisprudence to cartel infringement and noted (1) that the French classification of 

competition law as administrative has only informational value (1), that competition law concerns 

general interest of society usually protected through criminal law (2), and that competition law aims at 

prevention and deterrence given the severity of the sanction (3). This was confirmed in Lilly France v 

 
33 ECtHR, Engel and Others v. The Netherlands, [GC] 8 June 1976, §§ 82-83. These three criteria are in theory alternative and not necessarily 
cumulative. The Court explained “it suffices that the offence in question should by its nature be ‘criminal’ from the point of view of the 

Convention” (enlightened by the ECtHR’s jurisprudence) or “should have made the person concerned liable to a sanction which, in its nature 

and degree of severity, belongs in general to the ‘criminal’ sphere.” (ECtHR, Lutz v. Germany, [Court, plenary], 25 August 1987, § 55.) A 
cumulative application may however be adopted whenever none of the criteria “is decisive on its own” and should therefore be “taken together 

and cumulatively” to assess the criminal nature of the offence at stake (ECtHR, Öztürk v. Germany, [GC] 21 February 1984, § 47). 
34 ECtHR, Weber v. Switzerland, 22 May 1990; ECtHR Demicoli v. Malta, 27 August 1991, ECtHR, Ravnsborg v. Sweden, 23 March 1994. 
35 ECtHR, Gestur Jonsson and Ragnar Halldor Hall v. Iceland, [GC] 22 December 2020, §§ 77-78 and 85. 
36 ECtHR, Weber v. Switzerland, 22 May 1990, § 31. 
37 ECtHR, Jussila v. Finland, [GC] 23 November 2006, § 38 (noting “the second criterion, the nature of the offence, is the more important). 
38 ECtHR, Bendenoun v. France, [GC] 24 February 1994, § 47. When the rule is directed towards a given group possessing a special status, it 

is disciplinary law; when it is directed towards all citizens, it is criminal law. 
39 Ibid. It is worth noting this argument was initially found in decriminalization of minor criminal offense under German law. While the ECtHR 
did “not underestimate the cogency of this argument” and recognised decriminalisation is “more than a simple change of terminology,” the 

Court nonetheless held the purpose of the rule was still “both deterrent and punitive.” See ECtHR, Öztürk v. Germany, [GC] 21 February 

1984, § 53. 
40 ECtHR, Benham v. The United Kingdom, [GC] 10 June 1996, § 56. 
41 ECtHR, Produkcija Plus Storitveni Podjetje D.O.O. v. Slovenia, [Court, fourth section], 23 October 2018, § 42. 
42 ECtHR, Benham v. The United Kingdom, [GC], 10 June 1996, § 56. 
43 ECtHR, Öztürk v. Germany, [GC] 21 February 1984, § 53. 
44 ECtHR, Campbell and Fell v. The United Kingdom, [Chamber], 28 June 1984, § 72; ECtHR, Demicoli v. Malta [Chamber], 27 August 

1991, § 34. 
45 ECtHR, Nicoleta Gheorghe v. Romania, [Court, Third Section], 3 April 2012, § 26. 
46 ECtHR, Öztürk v. Germany, [GC] 21 February 1984, § 54 (reference omitted). This was subsequently confirmed. See ECtHR, Lauko v. 

Slovakia, [Chamber] 2 September 1998, § 58; ECtHR, Ziliberberg v. Moldova, [Court, Fourth Section] 1 February 2005, § 34. 



France, albeit this time in relation to a sanction for abuse of dominance.47 The Court similarly 

considered Italian, Slovenian and Finnish competition law as criminal in Menarini v. Italy (related to 

cartel)48, Produkcija v Slovenia (related to the imposition of a fine for the obstruction during a dawn 

raid)49 [99], and SA-Capital v Finland (related to cartel).50 As the EU is (not yet) part of the European 

Convention of Human Rights (hereafter, “ECHR”), the ECtHR has never ruled on the criminal law 

nature of EU competition law.51 

Historically, the ECJ was caught between a rock and a hard place. On the one hand, the ECtHR’s 

jurisprudence drastically extended criminal law beyond its original sphere. On the other hand, 

regulation No 17 (now 1/3003 [88]) textually stated that competition law offences “shall not be of a 

criminal nature” [87]. Black-letter law unsurprisingly prevailed over jurisprudence and except in 

exceptional occasions52 the ECJ concluded competition law is not criminal in nature.53 

The ECtHR, however, introduced some nuance in Jussila. The Court acknowledged the autonomous 

interpretation of what is a criminal offence has “underpinned a gradual broadening of the criminal head 

to cases not strictly belonging to the traditional categories of the criminal law.”54 The Court argued 

there are criminal offences “of different weight” and that some “criminal cases do not carry any 

significant degree of stigma.”55 The Court therefore introduced a distinction between “the hard core” 

and the “periphery” of criminal law.56 

Some Advocate General at the ECJ seized this opportunity to rethink the nature of competition law.57 

This occurs in the context of ne bis in idem [100]. Article 52(3) of the EU Charter of Fundamental 

Rights (hereafter, “Charter”) states that “in so far as this Charter contains rights which correspond to 

rights guaranteed by the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, 

the meaning and scope of those rights shall be the same as those laid down by the said Convention.” As 

both the Charter and the ECHR establish the ne bis in idem principle as a fundamental right, ECtHR’s 

jurisprudence percolated in EU law.58 Advocate General Sharpston concluded in this regard that 

competition law enforcement “falls under the ‘criminal head’ of article 6 ECHR,” but also emphasised 

that it does not constitute “the hard core of criminal law.”59 Advocate General Kokott shares this opinion 

in Schenker, noting that “although antitrust law is not part of the core area of criminal law, it is 

recognised as having a character similar to criminal law.”60 Advocate General Bot similarly noted that 

 
47 ECtHR, Lilly France S.A. v. France, [Court, Second Section], 3 December 2002, § 1. 
48 ECtHR, A. Menarini Diagnostic S.R.L. v. Italy, [Court, Second Section], 27 September 2011, §§ 39-44. See also ECtHR, Société Stenuit v. 

France, [Court, Chamber], 27 February 1992. 
49 ECtHR, Produkcija Plus Storitveni Podjetje D.O.O. v. Slovenia, [Court, fourth section], 23 October 2018, §§ 45-46.  
50 ECtHR, SA-Capital OY v. Finland, [Court, first section], 14 February 2019, § 65 (criminal qualification was not dispute by Finnish 

government). 
51 Connolly v. 15 Member States of the European Union, Application No 73274/01, admissibility decision of 9 December 2008. 
52 Judgement of the Court (sixth Chamber) of 8 July 1999, Hüls AG v Commission of the European Communities, C-1999/92, 
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while competition law procedure “is not strictly speaking a criminal matter it is none the less quasi-

penal in nature.”61 Advocate General Wahl interestingly qualified competition law as falling 

“somewhere in the grey area between criminal and administrative law.”62 Advocate General Bobek 

explained the “Engel-multiplication”, i.e., the broadening of what constitutes a criminal offence, 

induces that “many rules and procedures that were in the past perceived on a conceptual level as being 

administrative, are now considered to be criminal.”63 He added that competition law proceedings “led 

to the imposition of sanctions that are criminal in nature.”64 In the end, the ECJ embraced the Engel 

criteria and recognised several times that an administrative offence may be requalified as criminal.65 

This also concerns sanction under competition law,66 as it was very recently held in bpost v Autorité 

Belge de la concurrence.67 

Upshot? To borrow Bobek’s metaphor, criminal law qualified as such in legal orders only constitutes 

“the proverbial tip of the iceberg.”68 The ECtHR and ECJ’s jurisprudence imply “that more lurks 

beneath the surface, and that much more needs to be uncovered in order to fully appreciate the real size 

of the iceberg.”69 As a result of the then-chameleonic qualities of criminal offences, neither legal theory 

nor practice undoubtedly circumscribe the criminalisation of competition law. Competition law does 

not purely leave the administrative sphere to enter the criminal one. On the contrary, competition law 

is stranded somewhere in the middle like “an isolated meteorite straying amidst the orbits of the 

administrative and criminal law planets” [101] The ECJ emphasised “the boundary between criminal 

and administrative penalties is a fluid one.”70 Sometimes it is an “intuitive sense” that distinguishes 

between administrative and criminal offenses, “yet it is by no means easy to explain why” [102] A part 

of legal scholarship therefore argue some sanctions are chimera by nature, part criminal and part 

administrative [103] This paved the way for an “administrative criminal justice system” [104, 105] and 

the development of “quasi-criminal enforcement mechanisms” [106]. Antoine Bailleux explains this 

“criministrative” law lies between “white” administrative and “black” criminal law [101]. He argued, 

quite convincingly, that in the “foggy grey” zone of peripheral criminal law, competition law 

proceedings belong “to the darkest” as “they share more similarities with the prosecution of robbery 

than with the enforcement of administrative obligations” [101]. 

 
mind, with respect to competition law, that the ECtHR itself does not regard that area of law as a traditional category of criminal law; outside 
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The question is, do we need to take into account the “criministrative” nature of competition law 

regarding the AI Act? Or, to put it slightly differently, do the “criminal offences” of the AI Act refer to 

hard core or peripheral criminal law?  

Several elements seem to indicate what is targeted by criminal offences is hard core criminal law 

(or, again differently, to criminal law that is qualified as such). A contextual approach enlightens what 

“criminal offences” means under the AI Act. This approach derives the meaning of this expression by 

replacing it into context as “words, like people, take their colour from their surroundings” [107]. In this 

regard, the Commission Staff Working Document (hereafter “SWD”) and Explanatory Memorandum 

refer to “criminal matters” in the context of predictive policing71 [108, 76], judicial risk assessment for 

sentencing taking into account the risk of reoffending72 [109], and “classic” criminal law infringement 

like domestic violence [108]. In addition, the AI Act emphasised that “AI systems specifically intended 

to be used for administrative proceedings by tax and customs authorities should not be considered high-

risk AI systems used by law enforcement authorities for the purposes of prevention, detection, 

investigation and prosecution of criminal offences” (Recital 38, in fine, AI Act). As both the ECtHR73 

and the ECJ74 recognise tax and customs law belongs to peripheral criminal law, an argument of 

coherence would induce that the AI Act similarly but tacitly discards competition law proceedings from 

its scope of application.75 

Upshot? Whilst an extensive interpretation of what constitute criminal law might be a workable 

solution to a differentiated application of the AI Act to competition law, a contextual interpretation of 

the AI Act closes this back-door. 

4. Conclusion: Imagining the Competition Landscape after the AI Act 

Annex III suggests AI systems intended to be used by law enforcement authorities in the course of 

detection, investigation and prosecution of criminal offences raise high-risk and are therefore submit to 

mandatory requirements. In legal orders that qualify competition law as criminal, this means 

algorithmic screening tools would have to comply with the AI Act. On the contrary, the AI Act does 

not apply in legal orders that do not qualify competition law as criminal. As the AI Act is a harmonising 

regulation, keeping different standards of protection depending on national qualification makes no 

sense. A possible solution might be found in the jurisprudence of both the ECJ and the ECtHR that 

consider competition as peripheral criminal law. However, a contextual analysis of the AI Act seems to 

indicate it targets hard core criminal law. This jurisprudence is therefore unhelpful; competition law 

escapes the application of the AI Act in legal orders that do not expressly qualify it as criminal. 

In legal orders that do qualify competition law as criminal, however, the AI Act applies to 

competition law proceedings. At first glance, this seems incompatible with the AI act’s preliminary 

note that it is “without prejudice to the application of Union competition law” [76]. It is however 

conceivable to reconcile them. The prolegomena whereby the AI Act is without any prejudice to the 

application of EU competition law should therefore be read as without any prejudice to substantive 

competition law. What should be understood is therefore that the AI Act has no impact on articles 101 

and 102 TFEU, but on the proceedings under which they are enforced. If the latter hypothesis had to be 

correct, this would mean the AI Act chooses not to delve within the controversies regarding algorithmic 

collusion and price discrimination [110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116]. 

The paper will not discuss in-depth the question whether the AI Act should apply to competition law 

proceedings on purpose. Instead, it will call for a clarification of its impact on competition law. This is 

a call for legal certainty. As the AI Act is still a proposal at this time, EU law- and policymakers still 

have the opportunity to decide whether the AI Act apply or not to competition law. In case of a negative 

 
71 The Commission Staff Working Document accompanying the AI Act refers to European Parliament Draft Report, Artificial intelligence in 
criminal law and its use by the police and judicial authorities in criminal matters, 2020/2016(INI) and notes that “predictive policing systems 

exist in a number of Member States” (pp. 6 and 20). 
72 The Commission Staff Working Document accompanying the AI Act refers to Loomis v. Wisconsin, 881 N.W.2d 749 (Wis 2016). 
73 See for instance ECtHR, Jussila v. Finland, [GC] 23 November 2006 (tax surcharges proceedings) and ECtHR, Salabiaku v. France, [Court, 

Chamber], 7 October 1988 (customs law). 
74 Judgement of the Court (Grand Chamber), 26 February 2013, Åklagaren v Hans Åkerberg Fransson, C-617/10, ECLI:EU:C:2013:105; 
Judgement of the Court (Grand Chamber) of 20 March 2018, Luca Menci, C-524/15, ECLI:EU:C:2018:197 (both in VAT). 
75 This argument could be reversed: as the AI Act textually excludes tax law, it could be argued the AI Act would have done the same for 

competition law if this was the purpose.  



answer, an exclusion clause like Recital 38 concerning tax and customs law might be useful. Whatever 

the option chosen, EU law- and policymakers should take into account the fragmented classification of 

competition law as (quasi-)criminal in the AI Act. If not, it might fail its key objectives of harmonisation 

and protection of fundamental rights. 
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